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Present Research Interests
Experimental nuclear physics at intermediate/high energies. Study of the quark-gluon structure of the nucleon using high energy photons from electron accelerators (Jefferson Lab and DESY) and with high energy pp and pA collisions at Fermilab and RHIC. Study of quark energy loss and hadronization in nuclear environments.
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SUMMARY OF UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
Contracts and Grants
Originally, the Nuclear Physics Laboratory had a single umbrella grant with the US Department of Energy, Nuclear Physics Division, for which a new proposal was reviewed every three years. The progress of the Laboratory was reviewed annually. All of the active faculty of NPL were individually responsible for proposing and carrying out their own research programs within this large proposal, thus the role of the Principal Investigator (PI) was primarily differentiated from that of Co-Principal Investigator (Co-PI) by the responsibility of administration of the Laboratory. After the retirement of most of the senior faculty in nuclear physics, this grant became a single PI grant. In 2015, funding from the National Science Foundation began under a new single PI grant. 
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